
Way Find helps travelers plan personalized trips that cater to 
their needs and interests so they can experience the world in 
ways that are meaningful to them.

travel your way



explore. find. experience.



Passport

Emily Gomez

Emily Gomez
Age: 25
Occupation: Therapist

Loves to travel and adventure

Sometimes gets overwhelmed at work

Keeps up with trends

Lives for the #aesthetic

Enjoys taking trips but hates the process of planning 
them



Passport

Nick Roberts

Nick Roberts
Age: 27
Occupation: Microbiologist

Values independence

Traveling while using a wheelchair can add a ton of 
extra stress

Hates having to wonder if venues have the 
appropriate accessibility modifications 

Loves trying new things





Language should be inclusive.
people-first language

Example:

“People with disabilities”

“Adjustments” or “Modifications”

“Disabled people” or “handicapped”

“Accomodations”

not

not

language



Thinks

Says

Feels

Does

I think more 
places should 
aim to be 
accessible

I get nervous 
to go to 
unfamiliar 
places.

Sometimes I 
feel like I’m 
missing out.

I get lazy 
when I have 
to plan 
things.

I love 
discovering 
new things to 
do.

I get stressed 
when I have 
to plan trips.

I don’t feel 
any shame 
about my 
disability.

I get anxiety 
about places 
not being 
accessible.

Planning 
trips can get 
frustrating

“I want to be 
able to travel 
alone.”

“I want to be 
able to take 
cool travel 
photos.”

“I want to 
take a short 
break from 
my job.”

“That city 
looks like so 
much fun!”

“I want to 
experience 
new things.”

“I would love 
to get away 
for a couple 
of days.”

“I’ve always 
wanted to 
see the 
world.”

Loves 
watching 
travel vlogs

Always 
looking for 
new things to 
do

Often travels 
with friends 
he trusts

Takes trips 
that are close 
by

Goes to 
familiar 
places 

Keeps his 
instagram 
feed visually 
pleasing

Works full 
time

I don’t like 
tourist 
attractions 
too much

There are so 
many cool 
places I don’t 
know of yet

I think taking 
trips can be 
limiting 
sometimes 

I think the 
world is 
beautiful

It shouldn’t 
be this 
stressful to 
travel



Travelers need a way to plan trips that cater 
to their needs and interests so they can 
experience the world in ways that are 
meaningful to them. 

needs statement



Must:

Could: Won’t:

Should:

See weather for searched destination

Collaboratively plan trips with other users

Weekly featured cities

Make reservations through the app

Use location services

Leave comments on City Guides posted by locals

Suggest activities to do based on the user’s interests

Book flights

Voice search

Like guides and refer to them later

Be given an estimate amount of time spent at each location

Leave reviews of businesses or establishments

Accessibility filters

Share trips

Plan multiple trips at once



Short term: Long term:

Easily plan trips Get excited to travel more often

Experience new adventures Feel less intimidated about traveling

Find a way to plan trips without the 
added stress

Create personal connections with new 
cities and their culture

user goals
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Add password confirmation 

Move above or on home screen

Create a clearer question

Repeating header not necessary

More fun, engaging questions

More descriptive verbage

Clearer language

Hard to follow

Make categories drop-downs

Add time expected to spend there

Location will already be given 
through location services
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logo

Primary App Watch







watchOS interactions



Language should be inclusive.
people-first language

Example:

“People with disabilities”

“Adjustments” or “Modifications”

“Disabled people” or “handicapped”

“Accomodations”

not

not



illustration process



illustration process



tagline brainstorming



thank you


